Meeting Minutes

Senate
- SR 1209, 1210, 1211 all passed in the last GA
- SR 1212: In Support of Clarifying the Plus/Minus Grading System
  - Background: +/- is currently opt in for professors and students are confused on the grading policy
  - Purpose: provide more grading clarity for students
  - Summary:
    - Require grading scale published on syllabus (and possibility of the curve)
    - Teachers to not unnecessarily alters the grading scale mid-semester
- Feedback
  - Positive: students are more understanding
  - Negative: distributions are unclear
- Discussion and Debate
  - Would this actually hurt students?
    - Finance professors believe this is bad because it would limit professors to help students
    - Adjust grade distributions based on the change in the course
  - Plus/minus is not an issue, but rather setting the scale early in the year that makes them frustrated
  - How much say do the professors have in this matter?

Vice President, Michelle Moon
- Mr. McCombs Nominations
  - Andrew Vavra: he’s got jokes
  - David Yu: piano-man
  - Conrad Bates: rappin nicki
  - Matt Minner: Dancin’
  - Garret: Cup stacking
  - Brad: I will always love you dance
- WINNER OF Mr. McCombs NOMINATION:
- Thanks for Graffiti clean up!
- Thanks to all of Michelle’s chairs!

Academics Director, Fer Alvarez
- Thanks for an awesome academic year
- What’s to come:
  - MES
  - GPS
  - 3 More FRPs
  - Newsletters
  - Faculty Honor Roll
  - Curriculum Review
  - Thank your professor
- Thanks for everyone who works so hard for the academic realm ob BC.
Nancy Bonds, Admin Director
  • Kyle’s slides- Done by the one and only, Armaan.
  • Funny responses to Secret Santa
  • Gingerbread house making
    o Aesthetics?- Bad Boys
    o Best Overall- Housewives (obviously. Its what we do)
  • Friend of the Frito- All the Holiday Hunnies
  • Thanks to Gaby for ABC
  • Thanks to Luke and Melissa for FYL
  • Thanks to Kyle for Being a great admin assistant
  • Thanks to Exec for being a great group of friends
  • Thanks to team for being great.
  • Quote of the week- JFK. We must find time to stop and thank the people who make a difference in our lives.
  • I love the winning family, mine.

Pranitha Patil, Careers
  • Spring Case Committee
    o Nakul
    o Claudia
  • CFT
    o January 2-6
    o $220 for hotel
    o Apply by 11.59 tonight.
  • VISIT
    o Bazaarvoice
      ▪ Handle mass amounts of data
      ▪ Provide services
      ▪ Mobility to switch divisions.
  • VIP
    o Thank you for a great semester
  • CASE
    o Thank you for a great Fall Case

Todd Storm, Financial Director
  • Lockers- get everyone to buy one for the semester
  • Apparel- Pay by tonight. Shirts by semiformal and fleeces by Monday.
  • Band of the Week- The Plastics Revolution. From Fer’s high school. They may be slightly cool.
  • Love my fam.
  • Khushboo is a boss with CR.
  • Eleni is also a boss with Financial Assistant.

Chandler Nunez, Internal Controls.
  • Traditions- Pay Khushboo for TTTT
    o Semi formal- 80 people signed up. You can still sign up. Its open till Saturday.
    o Semi Formal scholarship.
• Elf Quote Along
  ▪ Thursday, December 13th, 7 PM
  ▪ Alamo Drafthouse
• All I Want for Christmas
  ▪ Armaan has it recorded.

• Semi Formal Etiquette
  ▪ Don’t be afool- Kayla
• Texas Revue
  ▪ Conrad- If you can do anything, sign up. If you can’t do anything, sign up.
• Awk-word of the week
  ▪ Tittle
• Love my Fam

Spencer Davis, Promotions.
• Happy Holidays.
• Promotions spotlight- Street artists. They’re pretty cool.
• Thought- Effort is only worthless if you make it so.
• Love my fam.

Kayla Messamore, Technology
• Gadgets that BC wants for Christmas-
  ▪ iPhone TV hat. It’s useless.
  ▪ Bread safe- A safe. That looks like bread. ;)
• Tech Team- Not thanking my chair. Just the team.
• Video of the Week
  ▪ It’s a mystery.

Member of the Week:

Armaan Ismail!